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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You are about to upgrade an environment from SOA Suite 11g to SOA Suite 12cand you want to make sure that you meet the

prerequisites for the upgrade process.

Which two options are prerequisites?

Options: 
A- The operating system and the JVM must be 64-bit.

B- SOA Suite must be at the 11.1.1.5, 11.1.1.6 or 11.1.1.7 patchset levels.

C- Oracle Platform Security Services (OPSS) must have been migrated to use the DB or the LDAP-based policy store.

D- The SOA server must be a single-node server so that it is not part of a SOA cluster.

Answer: 
C

Explanation: 



https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E25054_01/core.1111/e10043/cfgauthr.htm

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You are planning to upgrade a SOA suite production environment from 11g to 12c and are evaluating the required steps in the upgrade

process.

Identify the two statements that accurately describe that process.

Options: 
A- Composites must be redeployed after the upgrade process.

B- It is recommended to-purge as many nonessential instances in the dehydration store as possible before the upgrade.

C- BAM dashboards and alerts will be migrated automatically.

D- Long-running instances will resume after the upgrade process has completed.

Answer: 



B, C

Explanation: 

https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1213/core/FUPSS/bam.htm

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which statement is true about Oracle Service Bus support for service virtualization?

Options: 
A- It allows flexible control of messages using validation, transformation, and routing based on message content.

B- It enables services to be created, managed and orchestrated into composite applications and business processes.

C- It provides comprehensive, built-in security based on Oracle Platform Security Services and Oracle WebLogic security framework.

D- It supports interoperability with web service integration technologies including .NET, TIBCO EMC, IBM MQ, and Apache Axis.



Answer: 
B

Explanation: 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E16764_01/integration.1111/e10224/fod_intro1.htm

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Identify four situations in which you can configure a notification for a human task.

Options: 
A- task created

B- task completed

C- task opened in workspace



D- task errored

E- outcome updated

F- task assigned

Answer: 
B, D, E, F

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which two business indicators should be created to support a chart titled ''Sales Total by Region''?

Options: 
A- Measure

B- Counter

C- Counter mark

D- Dimension



Answer: 
A, D

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You defined an event. You now want to trigger that event from an existing Mediator component.

How do you link the event to the Mediator so that the Mediator can raise the event to the Event Delivery Network (EDN)?

Options: 
A- Use the SOA composite editor to specify the event as a property on the incoming wire into the Mediator component.

B- Use a text editor to modify the .edlfile that defines the event so that the Mediator is identified as a publisher.

C- Use the SOA Composite Editor to add a raise action to the Mediator's .mplan specification file.

D- Use Enterprise Manager to associate the Mediator with the appropriate event.

Answer: 
C



Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which three are proper applications of Oracle Service Bus?

Options: 
A- An existing Java web service is made available to clients running transports and protocols not originally planned by the original

developers. No modifications to the web service implementation are required.

B- A request is transformed and routed to an appropriate service endpoint based on the content of the request message. All complexity

of the supporting runtime protocol selection is hidden

C- A request for a large graphics job is split into smaller pieces that are processed in parallel by an existing rendering service. After all of

the pieces have been processed, the results are joined to create a single response.

D- A request containing a complex family tree is validated before being routed to an existing genealogy service. Recursive logic is

implemented to validate that all relationships in the tree are consistent.

E- A request for a background check is conditionally routed between multiple third-party validation services with different service-level

agreements. Remediation must be handled if any one of the validation service calls fails.



Answer: 
A, C, D
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